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RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE

BUSINESS / INDUSTRY AFFAIRS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

December 2005

INTRODUCTION

In June 1989, the City Council established an advisory committee for the Business /
Industry Affairs Department and gave the committee a charge “to study and report back
to the City Council, annually, specifically what the City can do to promote new
businesses, assist existing businesses and encourage new development and economic
activity.”  This is the 16th set of recommendations to Council.

This year the following people served on the advisory committee:

Real Estate Bruce Wolf, Broker Associate/Owner,
Prestige Real Estate Group, LLC (Chair),

Woodlawn Merchant Karen Arras, Owner, The Thrifty Scotsman
Large Corporation                               Stanton Dodge, Senior Vice President,

Deputy General Counsel and Assistant
Secretary, EchoStar Communications
Corporation

Hospital Dennis Hansen, Chief Operating Officer,
Littleton Adventist Hospital-Centura

Bank Darrell Schulte, President, Colorado
Business Bank of Littleton

Real Estate Bill Seefeldt, Broker Associate, RE/MAX
Classic

Auto Dealer Lisa Schomp, Owner, Ralph Schomp
Automotive

Downtown Merchant Douglas J. Hauck, Owner, Austin Hauck
Littleton Blvd Merchant Deborah Baker, Owner, Baker Interiors
Publisher Susan Thornton, Owner, Media Images Inc.
Shopping Center Jill Kobe, General Manager, Aspen Grove

Planning Commission Liaison Jerry Valdes
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BACKGROUND

This year’s report is a continuation of a theme developed in the last three sets of annual
recommendations provided to the City Council.

In 2002, BIAAC introduced the issue of redevelopment, when it should be considered,
and what types of tools should be used and in what order.  We suggested that the tool be
appropriate to what was at stake.  We also introduced the idea of 15% and 30%
thresholds and suggested that it was easier and less expensive to address problems at the
15% threshold rather than wait until they got out of hand.

In the 2003 report, we focused on the decline of neighborhood shopping centers and
recommended that the City develop a redevelopment strategy for addressing these
centers.  We also suggested a pilot project at the Columbine Square shopping center.

In 2004, we made suggestions addressing the budget shortfall.  We provided a simplified
way to think about the economy and how retail works at four different levels.  We
suggested that most of the “large format retail” sales tax dollars were leaking out of
Littleton to our surrounding neighbors.  We also evaluated the health of all of the
neighborhood shopping centers.  Finally, we introduced the concept of competitiveness
and made an early stab at elements of competitiveness Littleton should address.

This year, we continue with the overarching theme of Littleton’s future.  We review
Littleton’s history in which an influx of young, talented people developed and built all of
the great cultural institutions and recreational amenities that make Littleton such a
desirable town. We also talk about the conundrum of keeping what we have but at the
same time changing to be attractive to the next generation of young, talented people.
Finally, we examine the issues of competitiveness and the need for revenue generation
with a review of the development/redevelopment projects initiated this year.

As a part of our investigations this year we:

1.  Visited a number of renovation projects completed in Littleton
2.  Visited competitor sites to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses
3.  Evaluated Littleton’s strengths and challenges, particularly as viewed through
the lens of attracting the next generation of young, talented people.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Nearly 50 years ago, Littleton underwent a profound change from a small, agricultural
town to a community of well-educated engineers and scientists.  From its early
beginnings following the gold rush in 1859 to the mid-1950s, Littleton was a very small,
rural community located some 12 miles distant across the prairies from Denver.  Our
population was small (about 3,000), our jobs were anchored in a rural economy and our
culture was reflective of those conditions.
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In the mid-1950s when the Glen L. Martin Company located its rocket manufacturing
facility southwest of Littleton and Marathon Oil Company opened its petroleum research
facility on Broadway, Littleton was forever changed.  Bright, young, talented engineers
and scientists from all over the country flooded into our community, booming its
population from 3,000 to 30,000 within a decade.  We were the “Highlands Ranch” of
our time with growth and prosperity fueling public investments in first-class schools,
acquisition of major parks and open space areas and active support for the Littleton
Historical Museum, Bemis Public Library, Town Hall Arts Center and other cultural
facilities.

Today, much of that generation has retired with just reasons to be proud.  Their energy,
talent and community-mindedness built one of the premier towns along the Front Range.
Littleton has achieved a reputation for great neighborhoods, low crime rates, a first- class
school district, and public amenities and cultural facilities far beyond what one would
expect for a town of 41,000.

We are known as a fiscally conservative but publicly progressive town.  A series of
enlightened mayors and councils lobbied and planned for light rail long before most of
the metro area even thought about it – and thus we benefited from the first line to be
built.  The community has made major investments in:

• Library expansions to serve youth, teens and the visually impaired
• A major remodel of the historical museum, which is drawing record crowds
• A restored historic courthouse
• The Douglas H. Buck Recreation Center
• A new, first-of-its-kind Infant/Toddler center at The Village Pre-school
• A rebuilt and upgraded Littleton Boulevard
• Safety improvements on Santa Fe Drive
• Intersection improvements at Hudson Gardens/Denver Seminary
• A new interchange at Belleview and Santa Fe
• A new interchange at Lucent Blvd
• Over $15 million worth of street rebuilding
• Widened and rebuilt sidewalks as well as beautification in the downtown area
• Major flood control projects throughout the community

Past Council’s have provided financial and staff support for the Greater Littleton Youth
Initiative which has received national recognition from both the U.S. Conference of
Mayors and the U.S. Department of Justice.  The City has an active immigrant integration
project to help immigrants from around the world sink roots in the community and
participate in public life.  Littleton’s Economic Gardening program has received a
national award from the National League of Cities and is internationally recognized as an
alternative model for economic development.  The Littleton Historical Museum is now
certified to host Smithsonian exhibits.
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By all measures and accounts, we are one of Colorado’s finest communities, with a long
record of progressive actions and innovative projects.

LITTLETON’S CONUNDRUM

Littleton is so beloved by its residents that the next generation of young, talented people
is having a hard time taking root in the community.  Housing opportunities are scarce and
expensive. Our neighborhoods, with single family ranch homes, are not as valued by the
younger generation who tend to want to live in bigger two-story homes or lofts and town
homes.  We are caught in a downward cycle in which the declining number of kids who
live on any one block discourages young parents from moving onto that block for fear
there will be no other children to play with.

These are the facts of our condition:

• We are demographically one of the oldest communities in the metro area
• The number of students from Littleton in Littleton Public Schools is declining
• We are becoming an increasingly diverse community

o In the last decade, we have gone from 2% to 12% foreign-born
o 47 languages are spoken in our school district today

• The City has flat revenues, not because of the state of the economy but
because new growth is petering out.

• We are approaching build out, with less than 5% vacant land left.

COMPETITION AND CHANGE

All of this brings us to the biggest issue facing Littleton—What is our future?  How do
we attract the next generation of young, talented people to Littleton?  Do we even know
what that next generation desires in a community, and are we in any way competitive
with other metro communities?

Highlands Ranch, Parker and Douglas County are the new growth frontiers for a different
type of suburban development – planned developments with first-class recreation
facilities, abundant open space and national merchants.  We must also compete with other
kinds of new communities—the New Urbanism projects at Stapleton and Lowry and
LoDo, which are attractive to young professionals who want a more urban lifestyle than
their parents. In those communities, lofts and condos are as common as single-family
homes.  Density is desired, not feared and urban neighborhoods are built more for
walkers and less for cars.  Finally, the historic areas of Denver like Washington Park and
Cherry Creek North also attract young, talented people with their amenities, shopping and
strong sense of neighborhood.
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It should be noted that this is not just a Littleton issue; it is an issue for aging inner-ring
suburban communities all over the country.  Every generation pushes into new lifestyle
territory and leaves its parents’ choices behind.  Every generation creates new consumer
wants and demands in housing styles, shopping areas, recreation and public facilities.  It
is not uncommon for older communities to resist any change to meet these new demands.
In Littleton in particular, we have a large, installed base of community development
improvements and housing types perfectly suited for the generation inhabiting them – but
not necessarily for the next generation.

Littleton Station is a prime example of this issue.  It is a well-designed project featuring
lofts, condos, town homes and offices on the same site, all near downtown and light rail –
but it was questioned by the neighbors because of its style and density.  Without taking
sides in the merits of the arguments on both sides, we would point out that this is the crux
of the issue facing Littleton: what to keep, what to change.

In many ways, the comprehensive planning process undertaken by the Planning
Commission and the Community Development Department will face this same issue.
The normal plan elements of a growing community (transportation, land uses, utilities,
parks, institutions, housing, etc.) are mostly decided in Littleton.  More than 95% of the
community is already built and will likely stay in its present configuration for some time.
The biggest issue will be to determine what areas are ripe for change and what areas are
stable and should be protected.  These “zones of change” will be the focus of almost all
of our development activity for the foreseeable future.

THE REVENUE QUESTION

Finally, there is one last critical issue facing Littleton: where will our future revenues
come from?   We are a community funded primarily by retail sales tax and new
construction.  Sales tax growth comes primarily from new retail, not growth in existing
retail.  If the community has no more room to grow, do revenues flatten and eventually
decline?

In last year’s report, BIAAC submitted a simple overview of how our local economy
works, noting in particular the four “layers” of retail sales.  Each of these types of retail
markets work on a different principle (convenience, comparison, entertainment, low
price).  We noted that the markets for convenience, comparison and entertainment were
saturated without much potential for growth.  The biggest opportunity for growth in sales
tax revenue lies with large format retail sales which are currently being lost to
surrounding communities.

Following the recommendations of the BIAAC last year, the City Council identified three
sites for large-format retail development and two shopping center redevelopment
opportunities.  All of these projects are working right now, but even if they all are
successful, we only forestall the financial shortfall problem for a few years.  Over the
long run, the issue does not go away: where will our revenues come from?
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In summary, the context for this year’s report is that

• Our issues arise from our success, not our failures
1. A very community-minded generation built a great city
2. The people who live here, love it as it is and don’t want change

• Our future, however, depends on
1. Competing for young, talented people
2. Ensuring our financial future

PART I:  COMPETING FOR YOUNG, TALENTED PEOPLE

BIAAC addressed the competition for younger residents by investigating three subject
areas:

• What does the new generation want?
• What is the competition offering?
• What are Littleton’s competitive strengths and weaknesses?

The committee met with realtors, marketing executives and young professionals.  We
took field trips to Stapleton and Highlands Ranch and picked up various marketing
materials.  Finally, we toured a number of recently completed projects in Littleton to
evaluate our competitive strengths and opportunities.

WHAT DOES THE NEW GENERATION WANT IN COMMUNITIES?

One of the major premises of this report is that young, talented people hold the key to our
future.  They will start and/or be employees of the types of businesses that will grow and
be competitive in the world market.  They will drive innovation that creates well-paying
jobs, which in turn will support local retail and services, charities and city government.

The “young, talented” market has several notable segments to it.
1.  Young, unmarried people, typically between the ages of 21 and 30 years old
2.  Young married people without children typically between the ages of late 20s 
and early 30s
3.  Young married people with children, often between 30 and 40.

The reason these three groups are important is that their motivations differ in choosing a
place to live.  Young, unmarried people are much more likely to consider night life and
restaurants and entertainment as a part of their decision factors.  They are more likely to
attend professional sporting events and private parties and outdoor recreation, including
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biking, hiking and skiing, are important off-hours activities. Housing styles are more
likely to be dense and urban (lofts, town homes) and in close proximity to entertainment.

Young, married couples without children are often career-oriented and choose
communities that are close to their jobs and help them advance in their careers.  While
night life and street life are still important, investments in homes, quality recreation
centers and chances to meet and mingle with other professionals becomes increasingly
important.  Upscale shopping becomes more focused on “lifestyle” purchases.

Young, married couples with children tend to focus more on good schools, safe
neighborhoods, activities and sports for children, and neighborhoods that have other
children.  Parks and open space also become important factors for choosing a community.
Often the choice of a house and community are made with permanence in mind.

WHAT IS THE COMPETITION OFFERING?

The committee made field visits to the major competitors in the metro area, including
Highlands Ranch and Stapleton.  We studied the marketing pieces of these developments
and talked to their marketing representatives.

It is interesting to note that the Stapleton marketing magazine touts “building on the
tradition of Denver’s great neighborhoods, refining the balance between home life and
workplace, marketplace and green space, private life and public involvement.”  Major
concepts that appear repeatedly include sustainability, open space, arts, life-long learning,
town center and technology.

The residential offerings look both forward and backward.  The marketing pieces
repeatedly refer to “drawing inspiration from Denver’s historic neighborhoods where
tree-lined streets, numerous parks, traditional architecture and front porches enhance the
walkable character of the community.”  There are also photos of row homes reminiscent
of the early 1900s, facing broad boulevards and featuring bay windows and shutters. At
the same time, the brochures show numerous lofts, town homes and urban condos that are
techno/industrial in design.

Highlands Ranch, on the other hand, is unabashedly suburban in design.  The appeal is
perhaps less the similarly designed homes with a limited palate of beige color schemes
than the sense of safety, security and cleanliness.  Streets and parks are immaculate.
Recreational facilities are top flight and a part of the HOA offering.  The community is
primarily single-family, although more recently more dense projects are being built close
to the “town center.”  Highlands Ranch works hard at creating a sense of community with
farmers markets, public art, celebrations and events all focused on the “town center.”

Although we did not make field visits, Washington Park and Cherry Creek North are also
magnets for young, creative urban professionals.  These neighborhoods have a strong
sense of community, embedded neighborhood retail blocks, large and graceful city parks,
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and top flight entertainment /shopping districts.  Many Victorian and bungalow houses
have been scraped off or have undergone extensive renovation and sell for a premium.
Residents often express an appreciation of the diversity of the neighborhoods.

LITTLETON’S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

The committee visited a number of renovation projects in and around the downtown to
get a sense of changes that have happened over the last few years.  At various sessions,
we visited the old sheriff’s building on Littleton Boulevard, Austin Hauck men’s shop,
Hat Trick Creative and the newly remodeled Main Street Center.  We were also briefed
on the Littleton Station project.   We think Littleton has competitive advantages in these
areas:

Historic Downtown
Perhaps one of our greatest existing assets is our historic downtown.  While new
development projects in Belmar, Lowry, Stapleton and Highlands Ranch are all touted as
having some sort of “town center,” they are essentially trying to duplicate what we
already have – a compact collection of pedestrian-scaled buildings whose architecture is
historical in nature and a number of independent, local merchants selling high-quality
merchandise.

The committee is of the belief that a number of stars are aligning in the downtown and a
tipping point is about to be reached.  Investors continue to pick up historic buildings and
restore them.  Initial projects included the Coors building and the grain elevator on Rapp
Street.  Randy Stein has completed work on a number of buildings formerly owned by
Gussie Smith.  Duane Duffy upgraded the office space in the Main Street Center.  Ruth
Graham purchased and remodeled the former Two Potters building and the Abbott
building was restored to its original turn of the (20th) century facade. Hansen Printing
completely remodeled the exterior of their long established business.

Plans for additional investment include Steve Kurtz and Jonathan Bush’s restoration of
the Kamphausen building at the southwest corner of Nevada and Main.  Rees Davis is
putting major investment in the 2500 block.  Kal Murib has purchased the buildings at the
northeast corner of Prince and Main and has plans for a pizza restaurant and a Tea and
Champaign lounge.  Hedrick Associates plans to add a recessed second story to their
building and lease the ground floor to a retail shop.

The Committee would note that three new projects – Riverbend, Prince Street Commons
and in particular Littleton Station – have created a buzz in the marketplace about the
potential of downtown Littleton.  Riverbend sold for the highest square foot price of any
retail project in the Denver metro area.  The per-square-foot sales prices at Littleton
Station has caught the attention of the development community and has stimulated
project interest on Rapp Street and on the old St. Mary’s school site north of downtown.
Littleton Station has set a high standard for design and is pioneering the type of high-
density, mixed-use project that will help sustain activity and liveliness in the downtown.
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The downtown is also reaching a critical mass in terms of specialty merchandise and
quality shops.  Early pioneers like Seasons, Details, Austin Hauck, Opus and Andy
Marquez have been joined by a number of metro-class shops like Ambience Provence
that draw customers from the Denver metroplex.  Further, small professional firms like
Creative Hat Trick and Matthews and Associates are occupying the second story offices.

Littleton’s historic preservation effort also appears to be taking root in the downtown.
The property owner/merchant-initiated district is not as large as the original proposal but
has solid support.  Design guidelines have been established for the district and
surrounding areas in the downtown.  BIAAC has consistently supported this effort with
recommendations to improve the incentive package.  The small grants and the parking
modifications are steps in this direction.

During its field visits this summer, the committee was also impressed with the growing
stock of quality interior office spaces that is not always evident to the casual passerby on
the street.  The interior design of the old sheriff’s building is on par with the best of
restoration projects in LoDo Denver.  The upper story spaces in Randy Stein’s renovation
projects features the exposed brick, wood floors and sunny open spaces so prized in
Larimer Square and LoDo.  Shops like Austin Hauck, Andy Marquez and Larry Johnson
Photography have first rate interiors.

The committee is also aware that the downtown merchants are negotiating with a top-
flight farmers market which would set up once a week during the summer.  This type of
regular street event will encourage late evening shopping and restaurant use.

Adding to this positive mix of factors, Town Hall Arts Center has achieved financial
stability and notable acclaim with its recent productions.  THAC is a key cultural
attraction for downtown and its success is contributing to the entertainment aspect of
downtown.

For the first time ever, the downtown merchants have engaged in a year-long marketing
strategy effort that identifies a number of outlets including events, web sites, branding
and logos.  The planning stage is now completed and the HDLM is actively
implementing various efforts.

There is also an interest in exploring the concept of an “Authentic Shopping Guild” with
other local shopping areas in the metro area.  This idea came about after a story was
published in the lifestyle magazine 5280 about the top nine local shopping areas in
Denver (which included downtown Littleton).  The city staff and the leadership of the
Historic Downtown Littleton Merchants held discussions about the possibility of
approaching the other featured shopping areas to undertake joint marketing and branding
as an alternative to shopping malls, chains and franchises.  The term “authentic shopping
areas” would focus on high-quality, one-of-a-kind, local merchants.
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Many consumers already recognize that North Cherry Creek, the Boulder Mall, LoDo
and the Gaylord/Pearl Street shopping areas offer a different shopping experience.  They
are smaller in scale, they are outdoor, they cater to pedestrians and they blend in a
number of locally owned restaurants that are widely patronized.  The qualities of these
districts are well established in the consumer’s mind; however there is no simple
descriptive word for these types of districts.

By adopting the term “authentic shopping districts” and jointly marketing the nine areas
under a single banner, downtown Littleton would not only spread the cost of such a
campaign over a number of partners but would also strengthen its own image by
associating with well-recognized, premier areas like Cherry Creek North.

The committee believes the recent Governor’s Tourism Conference sponsored by the
South Metro Chamber and the downtown merchants provided a glimpse of what
downtown could be on a regular basis.  Large summer evening crowds sampling food and
wine in the glow of storefronts lit up with enticing merchandise all combined to create a
sense of liveliness and vitality.

When an area starts to draw attention, investment increases which draws customers
which increase sales which increase property values which draws even more investment
(as is occurring in North Cherry Creek). The committee believes this “virtuous cycle” is
now starting to play out in the downtown and will only increase in tempo and intensity.
Littleton city government can play a vital role in helping this come about.

Outdoor Recreation
Littleton’s extensive investment in open space and trails places us high on the list of
communities that offer outdoor recreation opportunities.  The Highline Canal is virtually
a national treasure in Littleton and hiking/biking trails have been built in every major
drainage channel in the community.  The Mary Carter Trail and the 650 acre South Platte
Park draw over 100,000 users every year, many coming from great distances.

Littleton Public Schools
Long recognized as one of the premier districts in the metro area, LPS is a major factor in
attracting young families to the area.  Douglas County’s year-round attendance is a
negative factor for many families that plan for summer vacations with their children.
Further, a number of students outside the district attend school in Littleton because of its
quality instruction.  The LPS district is an especially important factor for young, marrieds
with children (age 30-45).

Littleton Hospital
While hospitals may not be high on “lifestyle” lists, the growth in quality and
specialization of the Littleton Hospital is a major asset for our community.  Not only has
the hospital served as the base for a growing health care industry cluster but it has also
expanded its services to compete with the top hospitals in the region.  In the words of
Dave Crain, the hospital’s CEO, the facility has expanded from “bruises and babies” to
highly specialized tertiary level services including Level II trauma and brain surgery.
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Sense of Community
While this factor may be harder to quantify, both residents and outsiders regularly
comment that Littleton has a strong sense of community.  The high participation rate in
public life and nonprofits, the number and quality of community events, and the
volunteer rate are all signals of strong social capital in Littleton.  If parades are an
indicator of social capital – meaning they feature the people who pitch in to teach the
twirlers, sponsor the horse clubs, work at the school for the blind and organize dance
clubs for little girls and projects for seniors – then Littleton’s annual Western Welcome
Week parade is a strong indicator of how much “community” is alive and well in our
town.

Mature vegetation
Again this is an unquantifiable factor, but Littleton’s settled, leafy streets are attractive to
many.  The newer suburbs are 20 years away from being able to compete with Littleton
in that regard.

LITTLETON’S COMPETITIVE DISADVANTAGES

It appears that there are several issues that put Littleton at a competitive disadvantage
including:

• Aging housing stock
• Aging population
• Lack of a substantial street entertainment scene
• Parking requirements for new development downtown

Aging Housing Stock
Perhaps the single biggest factor limiting Littleton today is the lack of substantial
“modern” housing stock.  As we indicated in the competitor section of this report,
projects like Stapleton and Lowery with urban density lofts, town homes and condos are
hot sellers.  While Littleton has a few of these types of residential choices, the City is
primarily composed of single-family, single-story ranch style homes.  “Urban”
neighborhoods with high-density residential blocks and embedded neighborhood
commercial districts are almost non-existent in Littleton.

Aging Population
Littleton’s aging population can be identified in demographic statistics, but it is more
evident by looking around at public meetings where the percentage of the crowd with
gray hair is typically very high.  Younger people often feel out of their element when no
one of their generation is in the crowd.
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Parking Requirements for New Development Downtown
A major inhibitor of redevelopment, expansion and new development downtown is the
requirement for onsite parking.  The fine-grained pattern of historic downtowns is not
conducive to handling parking needs on each small, individual lot.  Most downtown areas
solve this with consolidated public parking areas and structures.

Street Scene
One of the identifying characteristics of the younger generation is their participation in
social “street” entertainment (restaurants, bars, night clubs, music venues, etc.) as
opposed to formal entertainment (theaters, movies, sporting events).   While the
downtown is growing in this respect, across the community Littleton is not strong in this
area.

OUR BEST STRATEGY FOR COMPETING

In developing a strategy for competing, the committee evaluated the following factors:

1.  The differences in the various motivations of “young, talented people”
2.  The strengths of our competitors
3.  The strengths of Littleton
4.  The weaknesses of Littleton

We concluded that we are minimally competitive for young, unmarried people.  We do
not have and will not develop in the foreseeable future the types of housing stock, night
life and “street scene” that can be competitive with LoDo, Glendale and other similar
“hot spots.”  Littleton has never had this culture nor are we likely to develop it.

We also concluded that we are marginally competitive for the “young, married with no
children” crowd.  Street life is centered primarily in a small area of downtown and
housing styles are a limiting factor.  While Aspen Grove has strengthened our ability to
meet the upscale shopping needs of this group, overall we are not as strong in meeting the
lifestyle and professional advancement aspects of this cohort as competitive areas.

Our best area for competing is among the young, married couples with children.  Our
community assets (schools, health care, safe neighborhoods, recreational facilities and
open space) are among the strongest in the metro area.  Our weaknesses among this group
are aging population and housing stock and declining school age population.

These are our specific recommendations for improving our competitive position vis-
a-vis the “young, married with children” group.

Marketing
While the City maintains a web presence, there is no active marketing campaign to
encourage people to come to the community.   We recommend that the City actively
develop a web marketing presence in cooperation with real estate agents, businesses and
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attractions in town.  We also recommend that the City develop “welcome wagon” or
“relocation” brochures specifically to market the community with an emphasis on
activities and benefits that would attract young, talented people.

Downtown
Downtown continues to be a major lifestyle card for Littleton.  We recommend that the
City continue to invest in downtown, and to work with the property owners and Historic
Downtown Littleton Merchants to transform this area into a major specialty/
entertainment shopping district supported by urban density residential.  We see the
Gaylord/Pearl Street shopping districts in Denver as models to follow.

It is important for downtown businesses to be able to grow and expand without being
inhibited by onsite parking requirements.  We recommend the City revisit the public
parking garage issue that was studied prior to the opening of light rail.  Centralized
public parking is important to the expansion of existing businesses and attracting new
businesses.

Housing
We recommend that the City continue to support a wide variety of housing options in the
community including high-density, urban projects similar to Littleton Station and Prince
Street Commons.  “Zones of change” should be identified around town in which higher
density housing could be built. We especially recommend higher density lofts and town
home projects in the downtown area and along Littleton Boulevard.

High-Quality Jobs
High-quality knowledge jobs are key to the long run economic success of Littleton.  We
recommend that the economic gardening program – providing assistance to
entrepreneurial growth companies – be continued and even more focused on companies
with high-paying knowledge jobs.  The wealth generated from such jobs will flow down
the chain to local businesses, residents, government and charities.

Street Life
We recommend that the City support the development of more “street life” in the
downtown and other areas.  This includes encouragement of restaurants with
accompanying bars, outdoor patios, events and celebrations, and a farmers market.  We
recommend a liberal policy of street closures to accommodate festivals and promotions.

Zones of Change
We recommend the Planning Commission and Community Development Department
investigate potential “zones of change” in Littleton.  Recognizing that many areas are
stable and should remain that way, this investigation would focus on areas that may be
ripe for higher density residential, mixed-use projects and localized neighborhood
commercial districts similar to Gaylord and Pearl Street shopping areas.
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PART II:  SECURING OUR FINANCIAL FUTURE

In last year’s recommendations, the committee suggested that the most effective way to
increase revenues involved a dual strategy:

• Capture “large format retail” sales leakage going to surrounding communities
• Begin an aggressive campaign to upgrade neighborhood shopping centers

BIAAC then identified three sites it felt could support large-format retail projects and two
shopping centers that were prospects for redevelopment.  At its January planning retreat,
the City Council affirmed these sites and identified several other sites that were of
interest for development or redevelopment.  During the year, staff reported to us the
status of those and other development/redevelopment projects. A synopsis of what we
heard is presented below.

(Please note that economic development professional ethics requires confidentiality when
working with a company or developer.  Staff is also bound by sunshine laws which
require public access to any public document.  Staff normally balances these opposite
requirements by drawing the line at the point a public document is filed (zone change,
subdivision, planned development, etc.).  So in this report, if staff has had confidential
contact but no public document is filed, then the company or person has been identified
only as “developers” and the details are generalized.   If a public document has been
filed filed, then names are identified and project specifics are given.)

Old Sewer Site
This site has been under development by Tim Sittema throughout the year for a Lowes
Home Improvement Center.  The project has had a subdivision and a site development
plan approved.  The developer is in the process of closing on the remaining property and
purchasing the former access road from the Colorado Department of Transportation.  It is
anticipated the project will begin construction in early 2006 with an opening by 2007.

“Greenhouse” Site
This site on South Santa Fe Drive is under contract and the developer has met with the
Planning staff in a pre-submittal meeting regarding a large format retailer, in line with the
City Council’s objectives.  The developer has been informed of issues regarding
buffering the residential neighbors, keeping traffic away from the south side, putting up
screening walls and creating wide landscape strips.   The project requires rezoning,
subdivision and site plan approval.  The earliest estimate for opening of this project
would be 2008, assuming all approvals are obtained and the contract is consummated.

Flying B Ranch Site
This site is a total of 30 acres divided into two parcels on the north side of C470 and
south of County Line Road.  The Flying B Ranch was purchased by Erickson Retirement
Homes.  A developer has the two northern parcels under contract who is considering
large format retail in line with the City Council’s objectives.  The two parcels are
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subdivided and zoned B-2, which allows a retail project.  Issues include the fact that the
two parcels are split by a road that goes south underneath C-470.  The parcels are also
long and narrow in shape.  The site has excellent visibility from high traffic C-470 but
has secondary access along County Line Road.  The Planning Commission has completed
an evaluation of this property and its report is available at the Community Development
Department.

Centennial Square
The city staff worked extensively with the City of Englewood to see if there was interest
in a joint 40 acre redevelopment of Centennial Square (Denver Fabrics, at
Belleview/Prince) in Littleton and Centennial Shopping Center (King Soopers at
Belleview/Federal) in Englewood.  The two cities co-funded a one day feasibility
analysis by the Colorado University Real Estate Center. To support that effort, B/IA staff
prepared a 165-page document containing site and market information and competitor
intelligence.  The property owners of both of these centers and eight other properties in
the vicinity were contacted to attend the session and offer their opinions and plans.

 During the day long session, the CU Real Estate Center analyzed the site for a number of
potential developments. The subsequent report identified four different scenarios:

• Business as usual
• Small-scale site improvements
• Grocery-anchored redevelopment
• Large-format general merchandiser
• High-density residential development

According to this report, options three and four would require a public subsidy of
approximately $15-25 per square foot.  Option 5 would not generate new sales tax
revenues (one of the objectives desired by both cities) and in fact would reduce the
current revenue from the existing sites.

The report recommends “…if the economic and market conditions change, it would be
possible and recommended to reconsider the feasibility of an integrated mixed-use
scenario for this site.”

The report was mailed to all of the property owners with a formal request to respond to
its recommendations.  To date, only one property owner has responded.  Based on the
lack of interest shown in participating in a private redevelopment, staff decided to put no
further effort into this project.

Broadway Square
This shopping center is owned by a pension fund in California, which stated an interest in
redeveloping the site.  Staff facilitated a number of meetings with the shopping center
representatives, other property owners in the area and representatives from the City of
Englewood.
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One of the staff objectives was to bring traffic in from the traffic signal at John Elway
Chrysler and straighten out the offset intersection between Elway/AMF and Burt Toyota
(which is in the City of Englewood) on the east side of Broadway.  Staff contacted the
attorney and then the architect for Burt Toyota, who provisionally approved moving the
intersection.  The City of Englewood traffic engineer also approved the change of the
intersection design as did the City of Littleton traffic engineer.  During this time, Elway
Chrysler submitted a redevelopment plan and an interim and final intersection design
were developed.

After review of traffic flow options, the property owners could not agree on a common
design.   Staff indicated to the private parties that if they were able to agree to a design,
then staff would continue to facilitate a joint redevelopment effort.  The Planning
Commission has completed an evaluation of this property and its report will be available
in early 2006.  Staff has heard from neither party since this November meeting.

OTHER REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The City Council’s report from its planning retreat created interest in other shopping
center owners who contacted the city during the year expressing various levels of interest
in redevelopment.

Columbine Square
Two years ago, BIAAC recommended that Columbine Square be investigated for
redevelopment.  The Committee revisited the site this year and also spoke with the
manager of the O’Toole’s Garden Center, located just to the south of the center.  Staff
also spoke to a developer who indicated interest in redeveloping the site.

Staff contacted Bob Patterson, facilities manager for Arapahoe County.     Since our
contact with Arapahoe County last year, the county has completed significant tenant
finish in the building.  The IT department, training and the mail distribution departments
are now located in the building as are the landscaping crews.  About half of the building
is also used to store voting machines.  The county also stores court and county records
there.  The county purchased the building in 1989 and remodeled the building in 1990.  It
is the only storage facility for the county and the location works well for them.  If they
were to move, they would prefer a location in the same general area.  In summary, the
county is happy with their current facility but did not close the door to relocation if it
were in the area and if the county would be held harmless financially.  Given the
additional tenant finish and additional tenants in the building, the feasibility of
purchasing this building has diminished.

A meeting between the all interested parties was held at city hall to explore needs and
possibilities.  The developer indicated they would get back to the city to let us know if
they planned to proceed with a project.
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Wells Fargo
Vern Hendrickson, former president of the Wells Fargo branch bank at Littleton
Boulevard and Broadway, contacted Mayor John Ostermiller about possible
redevelopment of that site.  Staff subsequently met with Vern and the corporate officers
of Wells Fargo in their downtown Denver offices to see if there was interest in
redeveloping the site.  The bank indicated that it would be interested in redeveloping its
site.

Staff tracked down and contacted all of the other property owners on that block to see if
there was joint interest in privately redeveloping the entire block in some type of mixed-
use project.  The city hosted a meeting of all the property owners to identify what their
individual ownership goals were and gauge the level of interest.  In general, all of the
property owners were interested enough to continue attending future meetings.

The city staff contacted five developers to determine their level of interest in the site.
Three of these declined for various reasons.  The fourth and fifth developer currently
have it under consideration.

Woodlawn Shopping Center
Arnie Morantski recently purchased this center and contacted staff to “discuss
redevelopment plans he heard the city is considering.”  Staff met with Mr. Morantski to
brief him on the Civitas plan for Littleton Boulevard and to determine his plans and
interest in redevelopment.  Savers is a separately owned parcel, which makes it more
difficult to assemble a feasible size and shape for redevelopment.  The Planning
Commission has completed an evaluation of this site and its report is available in the
Community Development Department.

Broadridge Shopping Center
The owners of Broadridge for the last 35 years, came in to talk about the center.  The
center was built in 1964 and the owners bought it in a bankruptcy in 1972.  The center is
doing fine and stays full with many long- term tenants, but the owner expressed concern
about competitive pressures over the next 10 years.  The center currently has approval for
another 16,000 square foot of development.

RTD / DDR Site
The seventeen acres owned by Developers Diversified Realty behind Aspen Grove
Shopping Center is under contract.  As part of their due diligence, the developer
contacted the Community Development Department about a possible residential project
and was advised of the City Council’s policy regarding conversion of commercial space.
They were also advised that if the RTD parking lot site and this site were combined as a
joint project, then the City would consider a mixed-use TOD-type project with some
residential, some office and some retail.

Staff then met with RTD to determine their interest in such a project.  RTD staff
indicated they would consider a proposal; further they were considering changing their
policy about charging for parking.  This had been a major issue in the past in that any
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project on the site would have to replace the 1,200 RTD spaces and that would put the
project in a $12 million hole before it ever started.  Parking fees would generate a cash
flow that would help pay off a bond which could be used to build a garage to replace the
RTD parking.  Staff met with the developer four other times to discuss various issues.

Littleton Village
The former Marathon property was purchased by David and Christina Richardson.  The
Richardsons have submitted an application to rezone the property for residential and
commercial development. Staff has met with the development team several times.  The
development team also held several community meetings and made an informational
presentation to the Planning Commission, as recommended after the previous proposal
was defeated.  The property is not currently zoned for the type of development proposed.

The developer has noted that they are competing for tenants and are concerned about the
speed in which the proposal could be processed.  These concerns were relayed to BIAAC
and the committee voted to send a letter to the City Council supporting speedy processing
of the proposal.

St. Mary’s School
St. Mary’s Catholic School is located just north of downtown.  The church is currently
building a new school facility on their main campus on Prince Street and intends to sell
the existing property.  The property is under contract and is zoned for high density
residential.  No project has been submitted to the city staff at this point.  The Planning
Commission has completed an evaluation of the site that supports high density residential there.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING REDEVELOPMENT OF SHOPPING CENTERS

Staff has invested a great number of hours working with existing shopping center owners
in Littleton.  While there remains the possibility of privately initiated redevelopment, it
has become clear that at some centers a greater public role is needed.

Our 2002 report suggested:

1.  That the tools to be used in redevelopment should be proportionate to what’s at
stake
2.  The 15% threshold is important for preventive action and the 30% threshold 
requires major intervention.  In the case of shopping centers, this would be 
vacancy rates and rental rates in the bottom quartile of the city.

Shopping Center Redevelopment
It has become clear that the investment objectives of some shopping center property
owners are to minimize upgrading investments and live off of deferred maintenance.
When a declining center crosses the 15% threshold and starts to affect surrounding
property values then the need for greater public action becomes activated.
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We recommend that the City enact a reasonable but strict commercial maintenance code
as well as reasonable requirements for modernizing landscaping and parking lots in
older shopping centers.  The development of these codes should follow normal due-
process procedures with involvement of the shopping center owners and public hearings.
However we strongly note that it is in the public interest to not let deterioration and
disinvestment patterns of older shopping centers spread into surrounding neighborhoods.

Where property owners appear unwilling to upgrade their commercial properties to
prevent the deterioration of surrounding neighborhoods, the City Council should
consider urban renewal or other city involvement to make redevelopment happen.

Large-Format Retail Sites
Progress is being made on the three sites identified by the City Council.  Only the
“greenhouse” site will require a public hearing on a zone change.  While it is important to
mitigate the impact on neighbors, BIAAC advises the City Council to put the welfare of
the greater community (including, among other things, increasing the City’s sales tax
revenue) before the interests of individual neighbors.  Every project in an urban area has
an impact on its neighbors, a fact that should not be the basis for killing projects.  We
recommend that the City Council make the appropriate mitigation measures and approve
the large-format retail project proposed for the “greenhouse” site which City Council
identified for development.

Littleton Village
This project is in competition for retail tenants.  We recommend the City of Littleton
expedite the review process for Littleton Village.

OTHER ISSUES

Other issues on which BIAAC was briefed this year included the LPS Foundation, the police
building, Town Hall Arts Center, Flying B Ranch, historic preservation incentives, the
Infant/Toddler Center, FasTraks, and a proposed fee for downtown merchants.  The committee
has no recommendations on any of these issues.

NEXT YEAR

As always, the committee serves at the pleasure of the City Council and is willing to
investigate and make recommendations with respects to any topics that Council suggests.
As Littleton approaches an investment “tipping point” in the downtown and along
Littleton Boulevard, we think much of the upcoming year should be focused on how the
City works in partnership with developers and businesses to achieve our potential.  To
that end, we suggest that the committee:
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1.  Make field visits to the Gaylord, Pearl Street, 32nd /Highland, 44th Tennyson,
shopping districts.  Look at the role and function of embedded neighborhood
shopping districts and how residential houses can be converted to commercial
uses.
2.  Investigate the process by which older neighborhoods are revitalized and 
especially the role of pioneer investors.  Re-visit the poptop/scrapeoff issue.
3.  Monitor the parking issue downtown; investigate the need for public parking.
4.  Look at best practices in regulatory functions (code enforcement, building 
codes inspection, zoning) and the role of communication with businesses.  Look 
at the issue of how “problem” cases are handled.

 5.  Look at development process models in other communities to ensure that 
redevelopment can occur easily in designated areas; look at the issue of how  
small or one-time developers go through the process;
6.  Look at commercial maintenance codes in other communities and meet with 
shopping center owners to discuss the best approach and how to resolve the issues
involved.
7.  Help identify potential “zones of change” in Littleton
8.  Look at the National League of Cities “First Tier Suburbs” research.
9.  Look at SouthPark, Southbridge and Hilltop office/industrial areas.


